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Highlights from the report based on a study
of data breaches. Conducted by Ponemon Institute,
analyzed and published by IBM Security.

Data breach costs diverged
In today’s fast-evolving cyberthreat landscape, data breaches can be costlier
than you think and can have a catastrophic effect on organizations.
The global average total cost of a data breach declined slightly in 2020, but costs
were much higher than average in some organizations based on factors such as
geography, industry and level of security maturity.

$3.86M

1.5%

Average total cost of a data breach

Decrease from 2019

$4.43M

$3.58M

Average cost of breaches
caused by nation state attackers

Difference in the average total cost
of a data breach organizations
without security automation deployed
vs. organizations with automation
fully deployed

Customer PII drove costs higher
Customers' personally identifable information (PII) was the most commonly
exposed type of data with the most expensive cost per record.

80%

$175

Breaches with customer PII

Cost per record of customer PII
caused by a malicious attack

Key data breach ﬁndings in ASEAN in 2020

S$3.85M

8.2%

Average total cost of data breach in ASEAN

Increase from 2019

S$201

14.2%

Cost per lost or stolen record

Cost per lost or stolen record
Financial industry has the highest cost of a data breach,
followed by technology and transportation industries.

Root causes of a data breach
Malicious attack

48%

System glitch

22%

Human error

30%

Data breaches due to malicious attacks are the costliest
with an average breach cost of S$4.19 million.
.

Lifecycle of a data breach
Average time to identify

211 days

Average time to contain

76 days

Average total cost of a breach with a
lifecycle of more than 100 days

S$4.32M

Factors that increase the cost of a data breach
Complex security systems

S$342K

Cloud migration

S$305K

Security skills shortage

S$275K

Factors that decrease the cost of a data breach
Business continuity

S$368K

Red team testing

S$359K

Incident response testing

S$327K

Reach out to an IBM Security expert and learn
how to drive security into the fabric of your business.

ibm.com/databreach
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